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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has dramatically changed service deployment
patterns. In this work, we analyze how attackers identify and tar-
get cloud services in contrast to traditional enterprise networks
and network telescopes. Using a diverse set of cloud honeypots
in 5 providers and 23 countries as well as 2 educational networks
and 1 network telescope, we analyze how IP address assignment,
geography, network, and service-port selection, influence what ser-
vices are targeted in the cloud. We find that scanners that target
cloud compute are selective: they avoid scanning networks with-
out legitimate services and they discriminate between geographic
regions. Further, attackers mine Internet-service search engines
to find exploitable services and, in some cases, they avoid target-
ing IANA-assigned protocols, causing researchers to misclassify at
least 15% of traffic on select ports. Based on our results, we derive
recommendations for researchers and operators.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To understand attacker behavior, the networking and security com-
munities have long analyzed the unsolicited traffic received by
network telescopes (large swaths of unused IP addresses passively
capturing unsolicited traffic) [18, 20, 26, 29, 33, 42, 49, 50, 54, 56, 58,
62, 66, 70, 75]. However, recent work has increasingly hinted that
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many of the conclusions about attacker behavior drawn from large
network telescopes may not transfer to production networks where
vulnerable services live in practice [39, 41, 64, 65, 68, 71].

In this work, we investigate how attackers identify and exploit
services in one largely unstudied type of network—cloud environ-
ments—and how the malicious traffic seen by cloud hosts differs
from that seen by Internet telescopes and education networks.
Cloud environments like Amazon [3], Google [6], and Alibaba [2]
are notably different than other networks. First, cloud networks
are dense: more than one third of publicly-exposed IPv4 services
(around 100million services) are hosted in a cloud environment [32].
Second, cloud providers host services from multiple owners with a
range of security postures and business importance in a shared and
recycled IP address space. Third, services in the cloud often follow
non-traditional deployment patterns (e.g., many services live on
non-IANA assigned ports [45]).

Using a set of interactive honeypots deployed by GreyNoise
across 5 cloud providers in 23 countries along with 1 network
telescope and 2 education networks, we analyze how network type
and provider, geography, service-port selection, and IP address
assignment affect how services are scanned and exploited. Beyond
differences in network type, we show that the cloud’s recycled IP
address space inadvertently impacts the security of cloud-hosted
services. For example, attackers, including botnets, send orders
of magnitude more (or less) traffic, depending upon a service’s IP
addresses’ structure. Past ownership also affects observed behavior:
IP addresses that previously hosted services that were indexed by
Shodan [69] or Censys [32] attract a significantly different set of
scanners and are targeted by 7 times more exploits than IP addresses
that have never hosted search engine indexed services.

The cloud’s geographic diversity also influences the services
that attackers target and the measurement conclusions drawn from
a honeypot; attackers tailor usernames and passwords towards
specific geographic regions, particularly in Asia Pacific. Attackers
who target cloud services often avoid scanning networks without
legitimate services, creating a blind spot for telescopes to important
attacker activity. We repeat our analyses across two years of data
and find that attacker preferences remain relatively stable over time.

Without knowledge of confounding behaviors and statistical
testing, researchers can easily misattribute differences in attacker
behavior seenwithin cloud environments. Grounded in our analysis,
we derive recommendations for both researchers and operators. For
example, researchers should be wary of relying on only network
telescopes for understanding network behavior and researchers
should not directly compare traffic between individual honeypots,
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as attacker biases require statistical validation to extract larger
trends. Operators should monitor unexpected ports/protocols, since
attacker traffic may be unanticipated; and continue to monitor
IP reputation, since scanners send an order of magnitude more
traffic to IPs found on Shodan or Censys. We release our dataset of
scanning traffic targeting the cloud to enable future research.

2 RELATEDWORK
A significant fraction of Internet measurement research use Internet
telescopes, honeypots, and passive network analysis to understand
topics that range from attacker behavior to Internet outages. While
several prior studies have hinted that attackers exhibit bias during
target selection [39, 41, 55, 64, 65, 68, 71], there has been little focus
on cloud networks specifically. Our work builds off of existing
research in three areas: telescope measurements, cloud computing,
and Internet scanning, which we describe here.
Telescopes.Network telescopes, also known as darknets, have been
used to understand Internet background radiation [61, 75], mali-
cious scanning patterns [19, 29, 33, 41, 42, 62], DDoS attacks [49, 58],
worms [70], and botnets [20, 72]. To ensure scientific validity, re-
searchers have extensively studied the caveats of telescope de-
ployment: understanding how the size [55], network [71], and geo-
graphic location [39, 41, 64, 65, 71] of darknets influence unsolicited
scans and attacks. Calibration studies have primarily compared
darknets to other darknets [37, 41, 43, 59, 71] or darknets to honey-
pots within similar networks [18, 36]. However, our work shows
that attackers targeting the cloud frequently avoid darknets alto-
gether and exhibit unique preferences within cloud networks.

Most closely related, in 2019, Richter et al. showed that there
are significant differences between scans that target darknets and a
CDN [68]. Griffioen et al., investigated amplification DoS attacks
and found little overlap in amplification DoS attacks between the
cloud and a darknet [38]. Ourwork also shows that telescopeswhich
do not collect payloads, mistakenly assume that scans only target
IANA-assigned protocols. Further, we demonstrate that telescopes
that collect payloads but reside in networks that do not emulate
real services (e.g., [39]) are avoided by scanners.
Honeypots in the Cloud. Several recent studies have measured In-
ternet activity using cloud-hosted honeypots. For example, Kelly et
al., Bove et al., and Brown et al. study network differences amongst
honeypot traffic, but only within the US [24, 48] or when aggre-
gating different geographic regions across different networks [25].
We find that there are several surprising confounds that affect the
traffic that a cloud honeypot receives, and that without statistically
rigorous hypothesis testing, it is easy to draw incorrect conclusions.
For example, our work shows that some reported prior results, such
as network preferences [25], are not statistically significant. Most
prior works [24, 25, 48] do not perform statistical tests in their anal-
ysis, making it unclear to what extent their observed differences
are statistically significant or due to chance, and how their results
can direct future work.
Internet Scanning.While prior work [22, 33, 39, 68, 75] has shown
that the vast majority of Internet scanners target a small sub-sample
of the IPv4 address space, to the best of our knowledge, no work has
investigated how attackers target towards specific service histories
within the cloud. Most closely related, Irwin [41] finds scanners

targeting port 445 are less likely to scan broadcast addresses in tele-
scope networks and Moura et al. [57] finds neighboring IP in ISPs
are more likely to engage in spam and phishing attacks. Similarly,
Bodenheim [23] measure the impact of the Shodan service search
engine on IoT devices and Raftopoulos et al. [67] show that Internet
scanning can lead to compromised hosts.

The variety of scanning traffic targeting neighboring services
requires statistically-rigorous comparisons. Francois et al. [36] pro-
pose a parametric method for detecting significant changes in tele-
scope networks using a threshold thatmust bemanually determined
for each distribution type. Instead, we present a non-parametric
method tailored towards small sample sizes, which cloud vantage
points often provide. Last, our study is motivated in part by re-
cent findings on real-world service deployment. Bano et al. [21]
noted that protocols oftentimes run on unassigned ports. Izhike-
vich et al. [45] found that services on unassigned ports are more
likely to be vulnerable. We are the first work that analyzes how
attackers scan unexpected services. We show that prior studies
that only rely on popular honeypot frameworks [4, 8, 13] or non-
reactive telescopes—and therefore assume that scans are targeting
the IANA-assigned protocol—miss at least 15% of scan traffic.

3 METHODOLOGY
To understand the differences in network attacks seen within cloud
environments, we analyze traffic seen by honeypots in different
networks, geographic regions, and with different service configura-
tions. In this section, we describe our primary data sources, how
we differentiate benign from malicious scanning traffic, how we
minimize the risk of harm during our experiments, the statistical
tests we use to compare scanning traffic, and how we validate the
temporal stability of our results.

3.1 Vantage Points
To obtain a diverse set of vantage points, we use existing honeypots
from GreyNoise, deploy our own honeypots, and use the Orion
Network Telescope. We summarize all our data sources, including
their geographic location and size, in Table 1. We publicly release
our data at: https://scans.io/study/cloud_watching.
GreyNoise honeypots. GreyNoise deploys honeypots across mul-
tiple cloud providers and geographic regions. GreyNoise honeypots
are assigned public IPv4 addresses, which are not publicly known.1.
GreyNoise uses Cowrie [4], an interactive honeypot, to collect SSH
(ports 22, 2222) and Telnet (23, 2323) attempted login credentials For
all other ports, GreyNoise completes the TCP or TLS handshake and
records only the first received payload. Each GreyNoise honeypot
hosts public vulnerable-looking protocol-assigned services on at
least seven popular ports.

GreyNoise deploys a variable number of honeypots across differ-
ent regions and protocols. To maximize the number of honeypots
per region while also maintaining consistency, we limit our analysis
to regions that contain at least 4 SSH honeypots, 4 Telnet honeypots,
and 2 honeypots for all other protocols (non-SSH and non-Telnet
protocols nearly always only have 2 honeypots per region). We
filter to include only geographic regions and networks that collect

1The data we release contains honeypot IP addresses that are no longer in use.
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Network # Geo Geographic Region Vantage Points Collection # Unique # Unique
Regions Country (State) Codes (IPs) per Region Method Scan IPs Scan ASes

Hurricane Electric 1 US (OH) 256 GreyNoise 130,103 8,278
AWS 16 US (OR), US (CA), US (GA), BR, BH, 4 or 2 (HTTP) GreyNoise 99,566 7,142

FR, IE, DE, CA, AU, SG, IN, KR, JP,
HK, ZA

Azure 3 US (TX), SG, IN 4 or 2 (HTTP) GreyNoise 19,893 2,477
Google 21 US (NV), US (UT), US (CA), US (OR), 4 or 2 (HTTP) GreyNoise 103,067 7,481

US (VA), US (SC), US (IA), QC, CH,
NL, DE, GB, BE, FI, AU, ID, SG, KR,
JP, HK, TW

Linode 7 US (CA), US (NY), UK, DE, IN, AU, SG 4 or 2 (HTTP) GreyNoise 72,235 5,984

Stanford 1 US (West) 64 Honeytrap 105,045 6,177
AWS 1 US (West) 64 Honeytrap 99,445 7,603
Google 1 US (West) 64 Honeytrap 93,119 7,947
Merit 1 US (East) 64 Honeytrap 106,988 6,315
Google 1 US (East) 2 Honeytrap 18,064 1,802

Orion 1 US (East) 475K Telescope 5,147,050 24,835

Table 1: Vantage points—We analyze scanning traffic targeting 8 unique networks (5 cloud, 2 education, and 1 telescope), spanning 23
countries across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. We use three different scanning traffic collection methods described in Section 3.1.
We report the number of unique IPs and ASes that scan each vantage point between July 1–7, 2021.

data in both 2020 and 2021 for cross-validation purposes. After
filtering, there remain honeypots across 5 cloud providers—AWS,
Google, Azure, Linode, and Hurricane Electric—and 23 countries
across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific.
Honeytrap honeypots. To understand how attackers that target
clouds also target other networks with legitimate services, we use
two existing /26 IPv4 networks of honeypots at two educational
institutions: Stanford and Merit. The honeypots use the Honey-
trap [1] framework for traffic collection and configure it to collect
the first UDP payload or the first TCP payload after completing a
TCP handshake. To eliminate biases when directly comparing the
education and cloud honeypots, we deploy an additional 64 IPv4
Honeytrap honeypots in a Google geographic region located near
Stanford, 64 IPv4 honeypots in an AWS geographic region located
near Stanford, and 2 IPv4 honeypots in a Google geographic re-
gion near Merit. We do not compare traffic between GreyNoise and
Honeytrap honeypots given their different software configurations.
Orion network telescope. To understand how attackers that tar-
get clouds also target other networks without legitimate services,
we analyze scanning activity targeting a network telescope. Net-
work telescopes/darknets typically do not host any services, receive
traffic on all ports and IP addresses, and only record the first packet
of a connection (i.e., they do not complete the TCP layer 4 hand-
shake). To compare the scanning activity of a telescope with scan-
ning activity targeting networks that host real services (e.g., educa-
tional networks or cloud providers), we use the Orion Network Tele-
scope, which spans 475K IPv4 addresses (i.e., 1,856 /24 networks).
We discuss limitations of our vantage points in Section 7.
Ethics. To minimize harm when deploying honeypots, we config-
ure the honeypots to not expose services that are historically prone
to being abused for amplification attacks (e.g., DNS open resolver).
Furthermore, our honeypots do not respond to UDP messages, en-
suring that no UDP-based DDoS amplification attacks occur. The
honeypots are also configured to be low-interaction, thereby limit-
ing the size of responses and minimizing the chances of arbitrary
code execution triggering a harmful zero-day amplification attack.

3.2 Identifying Malicious Traffic
Not all network scanning is malicious. Multiple motivations exist be-
hind unsolicited network scans: organizations collecting datasets [32,
69], academic groups conducting research [35] or performing vul-
nerability notifications [34, 52], malicious actors performing recon-
naissance with the intent of later exploitation [51], or malicious
actors actively exploiting a service [20]. Understanding the true
intent behind a network scan is challenging: GreyNoise’s mission
is to identify scanning actors, yet 78% of the scanning IPs that
GreyNoise encountered in 2022 were classified as “unknown” [7].

When possible, we classify whether a scan is malicious based
on whether the scan attempts to (1) login or bypass authentication,
or (2) alter the state of the service (e.g., run a shell command). Our
definition does not account for reconnaissance scanning that may
have delayed malicious intent. Throughout our analysis, we refer to
“scanners” as those for whom the scanning intent is unknown (e.g.,
any scanner that targets a telescope that does not collect payloads)
and “attackers” as those for whommalicious intent has been verified
(e.g., a scanner that sends a malicious payload). While an attacker is
also a scanner, we make the distinction to maintain precision in our
claims. While detecting malicious behavior is easy for protocols
that request authentication (e.g., SSH, Telnet), non-authentication
based protocols (e.g., HTTP) pose a challenge. For example, while
the HTTP protocol is commonly used for sending benign GET re-
quests [39], many exploits are also delivered over HTTP, including
the critical Log4Shell (CVE-2021-44228) vulnerability [40].

To detect malicious payloads that attempt to bypass authority or
alter the state of a service for non-authentication-based protocols,
we use Suricata [12], an open-source network intrusion detection
system providing 32K detection rules. Following Suricata documen-
tation recommendations [47], we manually filter for rules that limit
false positives (e.g., rules that do not rely on a static set of block-
listed IPs or ports). To eliminate false positives, we (1) manually
inspect the subset of rules that trigger alerts on payloads and (2)
only keep rules that are triggered when the corresponding payload
is verified as bypassing authority or altering the state of service.
Our final rule set belongs in the following Suricata class types:
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trojan-activity, web-application-attack, protocol-command-decode,
attempted-user, attempted-admin, attempted-recon, bad-unknown,
misc-activity. The Suricata rules used are found on Pastebin [10, 11].

Suricata labels 6% (10.2K) of distinct HTTP payloads in our
dataset as malicious. Overall, we identify that 34% of traffic does
not attempt to bypass authentication when targeting 23/Telnet,
24% does not bypass authentication when targeting 22/SSH, and
75% of payloads do not send exploits to HTTP/80. Thus, prior
works [42, 50, 72] whose methodology assumes that all traffic des-
tined towards commonly vulnerable ports (e.g., Telnet/23) is mali-
cious, and all traffic destined towards commonly benign ports (e.g.,
HTTP/80) is benign, likely misclassify at least a quarter of traffic.

3.3 Comparing Vantage Points
As we will show in the next section, there are confounding biases
when differentiating neighboring targets, making the use of sta-
tistical tests necessary when comparing attacker activity across
vantage points. To find significant differences between the traffic
that targets different honeypots, we perform the non-parametric
chi-squared statistical test [63].

To identify statistically significant differences, we use a p-value
of 0.05 and apply Bonferroni correction to accommodate the com-
parisons across all vantage points. Often, Bonferroni correction
shrinks p-values by several orders of magnitude. Since the p-value
is only a measure of statistical certainty, we use Cramér’s V [30] to
calculate the effect size (denoted by 𝜙), which indicates the strength
of statistical difference: the larger the effect size, the more different
the distributions. The magnitudes of effect sizes do not have prede-
fined limits (e.g., not all 𝜙 < 0.3 represents a small effect). Rather,
magnitudes are derived using the chi-statistic and the degrees of
freedom within the chi-test, both of which depends upon the num-
ber of unique values being compared. Thus, identical 𝜙 values can
represent different effect sizes if the degrees of freedom between
two tests are different. To promote understanding, for each test we
report the effect size alongside its magnitude.

The chi-square test expects a minimal number of variables with
an expected frequency of zero, so that it does not inaccurately
mark distributions as significantly different due to a small skew
in the long-tail of near-zero frequencies. As there is a long tail
of scanning actors (e.g., on average, the top 3 ASes that send the
most traffic of all 680 ASes account for 37% of all traffic sent to
each GreyNoise honeypot), we limit the degrees of freedom and
ensure the expected frequency of a variable is larger than zero
(an important requirement for chi-squared tests). Concretely, we
always choose the most popular 3 values for each characteristic
(e.g., top 3 payloads, top 3 scanning ASes) for each vantage point
and perform the chi-squared test on the union of all unique top 3
characteristics across vantage points. Studying the top 3 values
decrease bias towards small distributional differences.2

Our analysis includes many dimensions of comparisons. To sim-
plify, we focus on 3 popular assigned protocols: Telnet (the most

2The long-tail of ASes/payloads that scan each honeypot restricts the number of top
popular values we can compare at at time. For example, while the top-3 ASes account
for 37% of all scanning traffic, the top-5 account for 42% and the top-100 account
for 70%. Thus, expanding evaluation to even the top-5 ASes increases the number
of near-zero frequency variables by over 200%, significantly increasing bias towards
small distributional-differences; studying top-3 decreases bias.

popular protocol used by botnets [20]), HTTP and SSH (the two pro-
tocols responsible for over 90% of ASCII payloads sent by network
scanners [39]). We also consider the possibility of scanner behavior
varying across non-IANA assigned ports, and report HTTP results3
independent of port number (i.e., “HTTP/All Ports”).

Across vantage points, we use the chi-squared test to compare
scanning traffic using the following axes: who (i.e., which ASes are
scanning),what (i.e., what are the top usernames/passwords/payloads
being attempted), and why (i.e., the maliciousness of traffic). When
comparing who is scanning, we often identify scanning actors by
their autonomous system, as opposed to IP address, to account
for scanning campaigns that rely on multiple source IP addresses
(e.g., Censys [28]). When comparing payloads, we directly compare
usernames and passwords for SSH and Telnet, and directly compare
the full payload after removing ephemeral values (i.e., Date, Host,
and Content-Length fields) for HTTP.

3.4 Temporal Stability
We compare scanning traffic across all three sources of vantage
points (cloud, educational, and network telescopes) using data col-
lected during the first week of July 2021. To verify that our results
are consistent across time, we repeat our experiments using data
from the first week of July 2020 or July 2022 (depending on the
availability of vantage points at that time) and provide the results in
Appendix C. Across the 3 years, the IP addresses of our honeypots
remain consistent, while those of the GreyNoise honeypots change.
We supplement the results throughout the paper with a discussion
on temporal similarities and differences.

4 IMPACT OF IP ADDRESS ASSIGNMENT
Services hosted in the cloud live in a randomly-assigned and re-
cycled IP space. Cloud services acquire neighbors with a range of
security postures, and they occupy IP addresses that have previ-
ously housed services with a range of reputations. In this section,
we explore if and how a service’s IP address and history influence
what scanners target. We find that, indeed, attackers target neigh-
boring4 identical services differently, such as sending a varying
number of malicious payloads, usernames, and passwords. We ex-
plore what factors influence the services scanners target, and find
that scanners predict network structures to filter for targets and
mine Internet-service search engines to find exploitable services.

4.1 Variation Across Neighboring Hosts
Neighboring services in the cloud are scanned and attacked by a
significantly different group of scanners and payloads. In Table 2,
we compute the percentage of neighborhoods in the clouds that
receive significantly different traffic using data from GreyNoise
vantage points for the following traffic characteristics: the top 3
ASes that send traffic (malicious or not), the fraction of malicious
traffic, the top 3 usernames and password attempts for SSH and
Telnet, and the top 3 payloads across all traffic for HTTP. A sig-
nificantly different set of ASes target neighboring services (large
3We only analyze HTTP across all ports, since malicious HTTP packets can be finger-
printed without needing application-layer specific interaction across all ports.
4We define neighboring services to be services that reside in the same geographic re-
gion and network (i.e., from the same cloud provider, educational network, or network
telescope), but do not necessarily share contiguously neighboring IP addresses.
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SSH/22 Telnet/23

Traffic % Neighborhoods Avg. 𝜙 % Neighborhoods Avg. 𝜙
Characteristic w/ dif distributions w/ dif distributions

(n = 53) (n = 53)

Top 3 AS 44% 0.31 38% 0.43
Fraction Malicious 36% 0.12 15% 0.12
Top 3 Username 55% 0.22 21% 0.24
Top 3 Password 4% 0.13 19% 0.39

HTTP/80 HTTP/All Ports

Traffic % Neighborhoods Avg. 𝜙 % Neighborhoods Avg. 𝜙
Characteristic w/ dif distributions w/ dif distributions

(n = 61) (n = 61)

Top 3 AS 31% 0.43 42% 0.23
Fraction Malicious 0% - 19% 0.04
Top 3 Payloads 15% 0.39 77% 0.17

Table 2: Attackers target neighboring services differently—
A different set of ASes attack neighboring services with differ-
ent payloads, usernames, and passwords. We compare distribu-
tions using the chi-square methodology from Section 3.3 and color
the effect sizes with the relative magnitude (i.e., blue=“small”, yel-
low=“medium”, red=“large”).

effect size, 𝜙=0.43). For example, one of four identical services in
the Linode network Singapore geographic region is targeted by
three orders of magnitude more unique scanning IPs from Axtel
Networks (ASN 6503) compared to the other services (large 𝜙=
0.82). Thousands of scanner IP addresses belonging to the Tsunami
botnet [60] only target a single IP address in the Hurricane Electric
/24 honeypot network.

Across neighboring services, attackers attempt different pay-
loads when bypassing authentication of services, including differ-
ent usernames (e.g., large 𝜙=0.24 targeting Telnet/23) and different
passwords (e.g., large 𝜙=0.39 targeting Telnet/23). For example, at-
tackers send an order of magnitude more payloads that attempt an
HTTP POST user login request to only one of four identical hon-
eypot services in the Azure network Singapore geographic region
(large 𝜙=0.61). In the next sections, we explore two reasons that
contribute to significant differences amongst neighboring services:
IP address structure and Internet service search engines.

4.2 IP Address Structure
Service operators and attackers treat IP addresses differently. While
service operators often assign IP addresses to hosts at random
(e.g., dynamic host configuration, cloud-assigned virtual machine
addresses), scanners and attackers use the IP address to predict
the presence of targets. We identify which IP address structures
scanners are most likely to target in the cloud by (1) using the net-
work telescope to identify scanning patterns (given its substantially
larger sample size) and (2) validating the existence of the same
pattern in the cloud.

Scanners avoid IP addresses that are believed to not host ser-
vices in both the telescope and cloud. We compare the number of
scanners across neighboring IP addresses in the telescope, which
we plot in Appendix B. We observe that scanners are 3.5 times less
likely to target an IP address structure that is likely reserved for
broadcasting purposes (i.e., ending in a “.255”) compared to other
IP addresses, on seven of the top ten most consistently targeted

ports. Scanners targeting port 445 in the cloud also exhibit a similar
bias: scanners are between 1.2 (Google) to 3.5 times (Linode) less
likely to target a “.255” IP address. However, unlike the telescope,
we find no significant evidence of “.255” avoidance on other ports
in the cloud, perhaps due to the different set of attackers that target
clouds and telescopes (Section 5.2).

In the telescope, scanners that avoid broadcast-type addresses for
one octet are equally likely to avoid an IP address with other “255”
octets (e.g., x.A.255.0/24). The avoidance is significant: for exam-
ple, scanners targeting 7574/Oracle are 61 times less likely to target
an IP with a “255” octet; and 9 times less likely for 445/SMB. We
hypothesize that incorrect filtering of broadcast addresses, in which
the position of the “255” octet is not checked, may be responsible for
the observed preference. Since none of our cloud honeypots have IP
addresseswith a “255” octet that does not appear at the end, we leave
to future work to validate the existence of this pattern in the cloud.

Botnets exhibit less intuitive, yet still significant, preferences in
both the telescope and cloud. For example, when targeting port 22
in the telescope, the Mirai botnet and scanners from the bullet host-
ing provider PonyNet (ASN 53667) are one order of magnitude more
likely to choose the first address of a /16 (e.g., x.B.0.0) as its first
scanning target compared to any other address. Within our Hurri-
cane Electric /24 honeypot network, the Tsunami botnet [60] is one
order of magnitude more likely to target a single IP address. Thus,
random IP address assignment leaves some services unknowingly
more vulnerable to botnet attacks than others.

4.3 Internet Service Search Engines
The recycled address space of the cloud assigns services to IPs that
previously hosted unrelated services. In this section, we investigate
how attackers use the most-frequently scanning Internet service
search engines [53]—Censys [32] and Shodan [69]—to find services.
We discover that attackers are more likely to scan and exploit IPs
previously indexed by Internet-service search engines.
Methodology. Tomeasure if attackers use Internet service search
engines, we deploy additional Honeytrap [1] honeypots emulating
SSH/22, Telnet/23, and HTTP/80 services across the following three
groups of IPs:

• Control group honeypots are deployed on 8 IPs that have not
had services in at least 4 years. We block Censys and Shodan
from accessing the Honeytrap services for the duration of the
experiment by blocklisting the IPs they scan with.

• Previously leaked honeypots are deployed on 7 “recycled” IPs
that have hosted an HTTP/80 scanning information page for at
least two years (while conducting Internet-wide scans). While
Censys and Shodan previously advertised the HTTP/80 service
on these hosts, we block Censys and Shodan from accessing the
Honeytrap services for the duration of the experiment.

• Leaked honeypots are deployed on 18 IPs that have not had
services in at least 4 years. At the beginning of our experiment,
we systematically leak the Honeytrap services: we split the 18 IP
addresses in groups of 3 IPs and allow either Censys or Shodan to
find only one of the three emulated services: SSH/22, Telnet/23,
or HTTP/80. For example, one group of 3 IP addresses only allows
Censys to discover their HTTP/80 service, one group only allows
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Service Traffic Censys Shodan Previously
Leaked Leaked Leaked

Fold Increase in Traffic per Hour

HTTP/80 All 7.7* 15.7* 17.2*
Malicious 4.0* 5.8 7.3

SSH/22 All 2.4 2.6* 1.5*
Malicious 2.5 2.8* 1.7*

Telnet/23 All 72.6* 1.06* 201
Malicious 1.6* 1.3* 1.8

Table 3: Impact of Internet Service search engines—Attackers
are more likely to attack a service that is currently, or has been
previously, indexed by Censys or Shodan. Statistically significant
increases are marked in bold and traffic distributions that are signif-
icantly different from our control group’s traffic distribution (e.g.,
exhibit spikes of—but not necessarily overall—increased volume)
are indicated by *.

Censys to discover their SSH/22 service, one group only allows
Shodan to discover their SSH/22 service, etc.

By systematically “leaking” services to the two most popular In-
ternet service search engines [16], we test how search-engines
influence the services that attackers target. When comparing and
presenting our results, we exclude scanning traffic from Censys
and Shodan so that increases in scanning traffic are not due to the
Censys/Shodan scanners themselves. To perform our experiment,
we do not deploy honeypots in the cloud because our experiment
requires un-tainted service histories, and we do not control the
service history of cloud IPs. Thus, we deploy the honeypots in a
network we control: Stanford. While this network is not a cloud
network, our results in Section 5.2 show that scanners that target
the cloud are similar to scanners that target education networks—
roughly 89% of IPs that target the cloud also target the education
network. There is no significant difference in the payloads or frac-
tion of malicious traffic. Thus, our analysis of scanners targeting
the Stanford network can likely be extrapolated to also characterize
scanners that target the cloud.
Attackers use Internet-service search engines. We observe
two primary attacker behaviors that target leaked services. First,
across protocols, scanners and attackers are significantly5 more
likely to target a service that is currently, or has been previously,
leaked (Table 3). For example, HTTP/80 services listed on Censys
or Shodan are attacked with 7.3 times more malicious traffic per
hour compared to non-leaked services. SSH/22 services leaked on
Shodan are attacked with 2.8 times more malicious traffic per hour
than non-leaked services, and 1.6 times more for Telnet/23 services
found on Censys.

Second, we observe that attackers are significantly6 more likely
to increase the number of “spikes” of traffic towards leaked ser-
vices. In other words, scanners and attackers are more likely to
only briefly scan a leaked service, likely after it has been found by

5We use a one-sided Mann-Whitney U test to evaluate whether the volume of traffic
per hour that targets leaked services is stochastically greater than the volume targeting
the control group. We only discuss significant results.
6We use the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test to compare the distributions of the average
volume of traffic per hour targeting leaked and non-leaked services. Upon manual
verification, we determine that the spikes of traffic are the underlying cause of the
difference in distributions.

the attacker on a search engine. For example, scanners send signifi-
cantly more spikes of traffic towards Shodan-leaked HTTP/80 and
Censys-leaked Telnet/23 services compared to non-leaked services.
Spikes of traffic often carry unique brute force logins; attackers will
attempt on average 3 times more unique SSH passwords on leaked
compared to non-leaked services.

A different set of ASes target leaked HTTP/80 services. For ex-
ample, while three ASes—Avast (ASN 198605), M247 (ASN 9009),
and CDN77 (ASN 60068)—conduct nmap [9] scans against our non-
Censys-leaked HTTP/80 honeypots, they actively avoid all Censys-
leaked HTTP/80 honeypots. Interestingly, the nmap scanners also
target the previously leaked honeypots, implying that the nmap
scanners source only up-to-date information from Censys. We do
not find significant differences in the ASes that scan leaked and
non-leaked SSH/22 and Telnet/23 services, nor do we find signif-
icant differences in the most popular payloads targeting leaked
SSH/22 and Telnet/23 services.

Attackers targeting a specific set of protocols also exhibit search-
engine preferences (Table 3): attackers targeting HTTP/80 relymore
on Censys (4.0 times increase in traffic per hour) while attackers
targeting SSH/22 rely more heavily on Shodan (2.8 times increase
in traffic per hour). Attackers targeting Telnet/23 use both Censys
and Shodan (1.3–1.6 times increase in traffic per hour) but rely on
search engines less than attackers targeting SSH and HTTP.

4.4 Discussion and Summary
The vulnerability of services in the cloud are dependent on their
randomly-assigned IP address due to differences in attacker pro-
clivities. Scanners guess network structures, botnets latch on to
individual targets, and malicious actors rely on Censys and Shodan
to identify targets to brute-force attack. Consequently, neighboring
services see significant differences in malicious payloads. Hence, re-
searchers who deploy honeypots in the cloud can also inadvertently
observe dramatically different patterns in attacker behavior.
Temporal consistency. Over the years, scanners and attackers
have consistently exhibited preferences between neighboring tar-
gets. In 2013, Irwin [41] found that scanners targeting port 445 were
less likely to scan broadcast addresses in telescope networks, which
we confirm is still the case. When analyzing our data from 2020,
we observe the same patterns as in 2021 (e.g., scanners and attack-
ers still originate from different ASes and send different payloads
towards neighboring services), which we detail in Appendix C.1.
Filtering attacker preferences. In the rest of our analysis, we
account for attacker preferences for certain IPs and network struc-
tures by (1) using multiple honeypots in each region and (2) compar-
ing the median expected values (e.g., the median number of packets
sent by an AS within a group of honeypots) across groups. We
elect not to compare the intersection of all scanning events within
a group of honeypots, since the majority of scanning campaigns
conduct sub-sampled Internet-wide scans and are not expected to
target all honeypots within a region [22, 33, 39, 68].

5 GEOGRAPHIES AND PROVIDERS
Deploying services acrossmultiple geographic regions and providers
is remarkably simple in the cloud. In this section, we explore how
attackers target services across different geographies and networks,
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AWS Google Linode

Traffic Protocol Most Dif. Avg. 𝜙 Most Dif. Avg. 𝜙 Most Dif. Avg. 𝜙
Region Region Region

Top 3 SSH/22 AP-JP 0.68 AP-SG 0.16 AP-SG 0.27
AS TEL/23 AP-AU 0.50 - - - -

HTTP/80 AP-IND 0.53 AP-ID 0.47 - -
HTTP/All AP-SG 0.21 AP-AU 0.23 US-CAL 0.28

Top 3 SSH/22 AP-JP 0.47 - - - -
Username TEL/23 AP-AU 0.56 - - - -

Top 3 Password TEL/23 CA-TOR 0.52 - - AP-SG 0.50

Top 3 HTTP/80 AP-HK 0.31 AP-ID 0.27 AP-SG 0.35
Payload HTTP/All AP-HK 0.32 AP-ID 0.25 AP-ND 0.47

Fraction SSH/22 AP-AU 0.13 - - - -
Malicious TEL/23 AP-AU 0.16 - - - -

Any/All - - AP-JP 0.04 - -

Table 4: Geographic regions with most different traffic pat-
terns—When comparing all geographic regions against each other,
Asia Pacific (AP) regions exhibit the largest statistically significant
deviations of traffic distributions compared to other geographic re-
gions within the same network. We mark the absence of statistically
significant results with a “-”. We color the effect sizes with its the rel-
ative magnitude (i.e., blue=“small”, yellow=“medium”, red=“large”).
As discussed in Section 3.3, identical 𝜙 values can have different
effect sizes given the degrees of freedom per experiment.

after accounting for the biases that scanners exhibit when target-
ing neighboring services. We find that attackers exhibit significant
biases when scanning across continents or within Asia Pacific. How-
ever, attackers rarely discriminate amongst different cloud networks
within the same geographic region. Further, scanners and attackers
that target the cloud are likely to avoid scanning networks that are
publicly known to not host services (i.e., telescopes).

5.1 Discriminating Geographic Regions
We investigate how attackers consider geography when identifying
targets in the cloud. Attackers exhibit significant biases across conti-
nents and across the Asia Pacific region. However, contrary to prior
work’s inferences [24] and telescope results [39], they do not send
significantly more or less malicious payloads within the US or EU.
Methodology. We compare traffic distributions from theGreyNoise
honeypots across geographic regions using the statistical method-
ology described in Section 3.3. We group continental regions in the
same manner that AWS and Google group datacenters (i.e., North
America, Europe, Asia Pacific). We exclude Azure and Hurricane
Electric due to their lack of geographic diversity in our dataset.
Attackers discriminate among Asia Pacific. Scanners and at-
tackers exhibit the most significant preferences when targeting
Asia Pacific. In Table 4, we show that, across Asia Pacific, attackers
attempt significantly different payloads than in other regions (large
𝜙 0.27–0.47), including different usernames (large 𝜙 0.47–0.56) and
different passwords (large 𝜙 0.50–0.52). For example, the top at-
tempted Telnet usernames for most geographic regions are “root”,
“admin”, and “support.” However, honeypots within the AWS Aus-
tralia region see an order of magnitude less of those usernames,
and are most targeted with “mother” and “e8ehome,” a credential
often used by the Mirai botnet targeting Huawei devices [14].

There are also biases within the Asia Pacific region. Across Asia
Pacific, scanners and attackers isolate specific sub-regions to avoid

or target. For example, Emirates Internet (ASN 5384) sends HTTP/80
post requests only towards honeypots located inMumbai, India—the
location closest to the United Arab Emirates in our dataset—while
scans from SATNET (ASN 14522) Ecuador target all geographic
regions except for Mumbai.

Attacker preferences are widespread throughout the Asia Pa-
cific: 80% of Asia Pacific region pairs are targeted with different
distributions of HTTP payloads across all ports. Scanners target
significantly different regions of the Asia Pacific across all cloud
providers: AWS, Google, Linode. Attackers attempt significantly
more different SSH and Telnet usernames between Asia Pacific
geographic regions (large 𝜙 0.47–0.56) than amongst neighboring
services (Section 4.2, large 𝜙 0.22–0.24). However, when comparing
top attempted passwords, fraction of malicious traffic, and scanning
ASes, scanners and attackers exhibit a similar magnitude of biases
when targeting neighboring and inter-continental services.

We do not find any consistent AS-geographic patterns that di-
rectly explain why Asia Pacific biases exist. For example, while
attackers are less likely to send malicious traffic in the Asia Pacific
Azure and AWS regions (small 𝜙 < 0.16), they are more likely
to send malicious traffic in Google’s Asia Pacific region (small
𝜙 = 0.04). Grouping too many autonomous cultures/governments
(i.e., compared to grouping states and countries within North Amer-
ica) within the Asia Pacific—a common methodology in technology,
politics, and commerce [15]—might contribute to the variation.
Attackers do not discriminate between sub-regions within
the U.S. and Europe. Scanners exhibit significantly less biases
when scanning within the US and EU (Table 4). For example, the
same set of ASes consistently target regions within the US or EU,
and attackers do not send significantly more (or less) malicious pay-
loads to a particular region. While scanners send different payloads
across 50% of US and 53% of EU geographic regions (Table 5), the
effect size is always smaller when compared to differences between
Asia Pacific sub-regions. We observe scanners send an increased
amount of Telnet payloads to the AWS Paris region, and more An-
droid emulator commands to the AWS Frankfurt region. We find no
significant differences in the median scanning traffic volume within
or across continents. Our results are consistent with Section 5.2, in
which education networks located on the opposite coasts of the US
see no significant differences in traffic.

5.2 Discriminating Network Types
While attackers discriminate between and amongst certain geo-
graphic regions, they are unlikely to discriminate amongst different
cloud providers in the same geographic region.7 However, we do
find that many attackers that target networks that do have services
(i.e., cloud, education) do not scan networks that are publicly known
to not have services (i.e., network telescopes). Thus, consistent with
prior results, we emphasize that researchers that rely on only tele-
scopes are blind to an important scanning population that only
targets and attacks real Internet services.
Methodology. We compare traffic across networks using the
methodology from Section 3.3. To perform cloud-to-cloud compar-
isons, we use GreyNoise data and compare only cloud honeypots
7Due to lack of sufficient honeypots in different providers and regions within Asia
Pacific, we are only able to verify this result in North America and Europe.
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SSH/22 Telnet/23

Traffic % Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network % Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network

Characteristic US (n=31) EU (n=19) APAC (n=40) Intercontinental (n=267) US (n=31) EU (n=19) APAC (n=40) Intercontinental (n=267)

Top 3 AS 94% 100% 63% 70% 100% 100% 73% 81%
Frac Malicious 94% 100% 88% 83% 100% 100% 98% 99%
Top 3 Username 94% 100% 88% 79% 100% 89% 75% 76%
Top 3 Password 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 73% 75%

HTTP/80 HTTP/All Ports

Traffic % Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network % Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network

Characteristic US (n=31) EU (n=19) APAC (n=40) Intercontinental (n=267) US (n=31) EU (n=19) APAC (n=40) Intercontinental (n=267)

Top 3 AS 97% 100% 85% 92% 91% 84% 44% 39%
Frac Malicious 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99%
Top 3 Payloads 94% 100% 90% 94% 50% 53% 20% 11%

Table 5: Traffic similarities within and between geo-locations—Scanners targeting assigned services in regions within the US or EU
nearly always originate from the same top 3 ASes and attempt the same most common payloads. However, geographic regions within Asia
Pacific are much more likely to exhibit statistically significant variation in traffic characteristics.

City Cloud

AWS Google Linode Azure

CA, US + + +
GA, US + +
OR, US + +
TX, US + +
VG, US + +
FRA, GE + + +

Table 6: Honeypots in multiple clouds—When comparing scan-
ner activity between networks, we only compare traffic destined
towards vantage points located in the same city or state, in order
to minimize geographic biases.

that are located in the same city or state to minimize geographic
biases (Table 6). To avoid comparing data from different honeypot
frameworks, we use the Honeytrap honeypots we deployed in AWS
and Google geographically near the Honeytrap honeypots in the
EDU networks to compare cloud and EDU networks. We use the
Honeytrap honeypots in Stanford and Merit for the EDU–EDU com-
parison. When comparing education networks and the network
telescope, we ensure that all honeypots are located in the US (which
Section 5.1 shows minimizes bias).
Scanners do not discriminate between networks with real
services. Although scanners significantly avoid the telescope net-
work, we demonstrate in Table 7 that scanners targeting assigned
services within different cloud networks nearly always originate
from the same top 3 ASes (small 𝜙<0.21) and attempt the same most
common usernames and passwords (small 𝜙<0.06). We never see
scanning ASes entirely ignore specific cloud regions. Zero cloud
honeypots see a difference between the most popular SSH and
Telnet passwords within a European or North American region.
However, the majority of scanners that target unassigned services
(i.e., aggregating across all ports and protocols) originate from
different ASes and attempt different payloads (small 𝜙=0.23). Nev-
ertheless, the differences are much smaller than those seen across
neighboring services (Section 4.2) and those alluded to in prior
work studying network telescopes [71].

Cloud– Cloud– EDU–
Cloud EDU EDU

Traffic Protocol # dif. region Avg. 𝜙 # dif. region Avg. 𝜙 # dif. region
(n=10) (n=4) (n=1)

Top 3 SSH/22 2 0.11 3 0.48 0
AS TEL/23 5 0.21 0 - 0

HTTP/80 3 0.15 1 0.16 0
HTTP/All 6 0.21 2 0.10 0

Top 3 SSH/22 2 0.06 × × ×
User TEL/23 2 0.05 × × ×
Top 3 TEL/23 0 - × × ×
Pwd SSH/22 0 - × × ×
Top 3 HTTP/80 4 0.19 1 0.15 0
Payload HTTP/All 6 0.23 1 0.06 0

Frac SSH/22 1 0.01 × × ×
Mal TEL/23 2 0.02 × × ×

HTTP/80 0 - 0 - 0
HTTP/All 0 - 0 - 0

Table 7: Differences across network types—Scanners that target
cloud networks are unlikely to prefer a specific cloud (e.g., AWS
versus Google), but are more likely to partially avoid education
networks. Fields that cannot be calculated due to lack of payload
collection are denoted by an ×. Effect sizes (𝜙) are colored with
their relative magnitude (i.e., blue=“small”, red=“large”).

We never observe scanners significantly discriminating between
education networks, even though the networks are located on oppo-
site coasts of the US. This shows that attacker discrimination of the
telescope network is not geography-induced. Scanners also do not
significantly discriminate between cloud and education network:
scanners always attempt the same usernames, passwords, payloads
(small 𝜙 < 0.15), and send the same amount of malicious traffic.

There is one exception. In 2021, scanners targeting SSH/22 in
clouds were more likely to originate from different ASes than those
that targeted education networks (large 𝜙=0.48). Six times more
scanners from Chinanet (ASN 4134) targeted the SSH/22 service in
our education networks compared to cloud networks, while seven
times more scanners from Cogent networks (ASN 174) target the
SSH/22 service in our cloud networks compared to our education
networks. However, in 2022, we no longer saw significant difference
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Port | Tel ∩ Cloud | | Tel ∩ EDU | | Cloud ∩ EDU |
| Cloud | | EDU | | Cloud |

23 91% 96% 88%
2323 53% 94% 83%
80 73% 86% 82%
8080 80% 85% 90%
21 29% 82% 94%
2222 9% 82% 94%
25 19% 79% 84%
7547 33% 71% 97%
22 13% 60% 94%
443 30% 44% 81%

Table 8: Scanners avoid telescopes—Scanners that target the
majority of popular ports at least once across any of our 440 cloud
vantage points avoid scanning any of the 475K IPs in the telescope
on the same port. However, the vast majority of scanners that target
the cloud also target EDU networks.

Port | Tel-IPs ∩Mal. Cloud-IPs | | Tel-IPs ∩Mal. EDU-IPs |
| Mal. Cloud-IPs | | Mal. EDU-IPs |

23 94% ×
2323 88% ×
80 84% 96%
8080 84% 97%
2222 3.6% ×
22 7.5% ×

Table 9: Attackers targeting SSH-assigned ports in the cloud
avoid telescopes—A maximum of 7.5% of attacker IPs that target
SSH assigned ports at least once across any of our 440 cloud van-
tage points also scan any of the 475K IPs in the telescope on the
same port. The majority of attacker IPs that target the education
honeypots also target the telescope. Not every field can be calcu-
lated due to the manner in which payloads are or are not collected
(Section 3.1), denoted by an ×. We do not perform the analysis
between cloud and education networks, due to the small sample
size of malicious scans that target the set of cloud honeypots that
are located in the same geographic region as the EDU honeypots.

Telescope–EDU Telescope–Cloud

Traffic Protocol # dif. region Avg. 𝜙 # dif. region Avg. 𝜙
(n=2) (n=3)

Top 3 SSH/22 2 0.41 3 0.71
AS TEL/23 2 0.68 3 0.82

HTTP/80 0 - 2 0.40
HTTP/All 2 0.20 3 0.30

Table 10: Different scanners target telescopes—A significantly
different set of ASes target telescopes, compared to clouds and
education networks. We color the relative magnitude (blue=“small”,
red=“large”) of all effect sizes (𝜙).

between the scanners targeting SSH/22 in the cloud and education
networks (Appendix C.2). The absence of a difference implies that
either (1) targeted-SSH events are an anomaly, or (2) targeted-SSH
events “spike” (a pattern defined in Section 4.3) and are less likely
to appear across all slices of time. The popular presence of SSH/22
in the clouds (e.g., AWS EC2 instances often come pre-configured
with SSH/22) might contribute to attracting scanners in spikes.

Scanners and attackers avoid telescopes. Across the majority
of popular ports, scanners that target networks with real services
(i.e., clouds and education networks) are not seen in the network
telescope. In Table 8, we compute the fraction of overlap between
the IP addresses that target at least one cloud or education honeypot
and the telescope; only 13% of IPs that target port 22 on any of our
cloud honeypots send at least one packet to port 22 in the telescope.
Only 44% of scanners that target port 443 in one of our education
honeypots also scan port 443 in the telescope. Scanners that target
services hosted in education networks are more likely to target the
telescope than those that target services in cloud networks (e.g.,
71% vs. 33% on port 7547). We hypothesize this is due to Merit and
Orion being located in the same autonomous system. Telnet/23
is the only service targeted by scanners that, for the most part,
does not discriminate against telescopes: at least 91% of the IPs that
scan clouds and educational networks also scan the telescope. We
hypothesize the lack of network preference is due to the prevalence
of botnet scanning activity, which historically has not avoided
unused IP address space [20, 60].

Attackers targeting SSH-assigned ports also avoid telescopes.
In Table 9, we perform a similar analysis, but filter for scanners
that send malicious payloads to cloud or education networks. Less
than 10% of attackers that target SSH-assigned ports on the cloud
also target the telescope. A significantly different set of ASes scan
telescopes; e.g., in Table 10, ASes targeting Telnet/23 in telescopes
and clouds differ with a large effect size of 0.82. ASes geo-located in
China actively avoid scanning the telescope; 12 times more unique
scanners from China Mobile (ASN 56046) and 2.5 times more unique
scanners from Chinanet (ASN 4134) target SSH/22 in our cloud and
education honeypots compared to the telescope.

Researchers studying honeypots located in cloud and education
networks, as opposed to network telescopes, are more likely to
encounter attackers targeting real services. In Section 8, we discuss
the benefits and drawbacks of deploying honeypots across different
networks when measuring attacker activity.

5.3 Discussion and Summary
Attackers reduce their scanning search space by tailoring their
scans towards specific networks and geographic regions. Services
hosted in the cloud, especially on SSH-assigned ports, are most
likely to be scanned or attacked by a scanner that avoids telescope
networks. When filtering for geographic regions, scanners and
attackers are most likely to discriminate services hosted in the Asia
Pacific—either completely avoiding them or only targeting them.
Researchers should be wary of data from only network telescopes,
but can use cloud resources to better understand real-world attacks.
Temporal consistency. When repeating our experiments in July
2020 and July 2022 (Appendix C.2), scanners targeting services
hosted in cloud and education networks continue to significantly
avoid telescope networks. As in 2021, scanners exhibit less signifi-
cant preferences when differentiating between cloud and education
networks than between different cloud networks. Geographic pref-
erences also remain similar (Appendix C.3): scanners and attackers
are most likely to discriminate services hosted in the Asia Pacific.
The only different pattern that we see in 2020 is that scanners and
attackers targeting SSH/22 are more likely to discriminate amongst
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Protocol/Port Breakdown % Benign % Malicious

HTTP/80 85% 42% 55%
∼HTTP/80 15% 42% 51%

HTTP/8080 84% 22% 77%
∼HTTP/8080 16% 35% 49%

Table 11: Scanner-targeted protocols—Malicious scanners tar-
get unexpected/unassigned protocols across ports. We define
∼Protocol-A/XX to be all protocols that are not Protocol-A that
target port XX. Note, the % of benign and malicious scanners may
not sum to 100% due to a fraction of scanners having unknown
status.

geographic regions within the US and EU in 2020 compared to 2021.
Nevertheless, discrimination between SSH/22 services hosted in
the US and EU is weaker than within the Asia Pacific. We describe
in more detail the similarities and differences in temporal patterns
in Appendix C.2 and C.3.

6 TARGETED PORTS AND PROTOCOLS
Building upon our investigation of how attackers source targets,
we investigate what protocols they target after having identified an
open port. Researchers recently discovered that the majority of ser-
vices live on unassigned ports, especially in cloud networks [45]. In
this section, we show that attackers target a different set of protocols
than what operators and researchers monitor and analyze. Attack-
ers target unexpected protocols (e.g., TLS and Telnet) on IANA-
assigned ports (e.g., port 80). The targeting of unexpected services,
which prior work has also found are often more vulnerably con-
figured [45], causes popular honeypot frameworks and telescopes
monitoring HTTP to miss at least 15% of scanning traffic because
they are not engineered to capture unexpected protocol handshakes.
Methodology. We analyze the traffic destined towards our three
/26 networks of honeypots located in the Google, AWS, and Stanford
networks,8 all of which are in the same geographic region. We omit
the GreyNoise honeypots as they only collect assigned protocol
payloads destined towards ports 22, 2222, 23, and 2323 (Section 3).
Since our non-GreyNoise honeypots do not speak any protocols,
our study is limited to only client-first protocols (i.e., only HTTP)
to guarantee that a client sends the intended payload immediately
after the TCP handshake. Thus, our results serve as a lower bound,
since we are unable to capture unexpected data from a scanner who
is waiting for our honeypot to speak a server-first protocol.

We use the open-source scanner LZR [45] to fingerprint unex-
pected services for 13 of the most popular TCP scanning protocols:
HTTP, TLS, SSH, TELNET, SMB, RTSP, SIP, NTP, RDP, ADB, FOX,
REDIS and SQL. We use the GreyNoise API [7] to label benign and
malicious scanning actors. The API labels actors as malicious if the
scanning IP was seen actively exploiting services, and benign if
the owners of the scanning IPs have undergone a rigorous vetting
process [17]. For scanners that GreyNoise does not see or label,
we consider the reputation as unknown. We report our results in
Table 11.

8To increase our sample size, and since Section 5.2 shows that nearly the same set
of attackers target both education and cloud networks, we combine data from both
education and cloud networks.

Scanners and attackers target unexpected protocols. At least
15% of scanners that target ports 80 and 8080 do not target the HTTP
protocol. Rather, 7% of scanners target TLS, Telnet (0.5%), SQL (0.4%),
RTSP (0.3%), SMB (0.3%), etc. Both scanners and attackers target
unexpected protocols. Across HTTP-assigned ports 80 and 8080, no
matter the protocol targeted, at least half of scanners are malicious.
Malicious attackers constitute the majority of scanners that target
non-TLS alternative protocols (i.e., Telnet, SMB, etc). Scanners from
Censys [32] are the leading benign organization to find unexpected
services. Scanners from various ASes geolocated in China (e.g.,
ASN 4134, ASN 9808) are the leading malicious scanners responsible
for exploring unexpected services.
Attackers targeting unexpected protocols bypass honeypots
and telescopes. Popular honeypot frameworks such as Cowrie [4],
T-Pot [13], and Kippo [8] by default only perform protocol assigned
handshakes on protocol assigned ports. Telescopes that do not
collect payloads rely on the destination port to derive the target
protocol. However, by only performing the assigned handshake or
relying on the destination port to fingerprint the protocol, honey-
pots and telescopes miss at least 15% of incoming traffic on ports 80
and 8080. When possible, honeypots should collect all handshakes
across all ports to prevent the underestimation of attacker traffic.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Our vantage points provide an IPv4 server’s perspective on scanner
behavior, which has several limitations that serve as foundation for
future work:
Firewalls. While none of our honeypots have firewalls, it is possi-
ble that a network could transparently drop malicious traffic before
they reach our honeypots [74]. To mitigate confounding factors, we
validate observed patterns across multiple independently-operated
networks or geographic regions, which are targeted by tens of
thousands of unique IPs and thousands of unique ASes (Table 1).
Additionally, we use statistical tests, described in Section 3.3, to re-
port on the statistical significance of the observed patterns. Future
work should measure the prevalence and impact of firewalls across
networks.
Honeypot Fingerprinting. Scanners occasionally fingerprint
honeypots to avoid detection. However, the majority of honeypot-
fingerprinting requires a scanner to log into the system [5], which
Gamma honeypots prohibit. A prior exploit that fingerprints Cowrie
without logging-in [73] was patched before our data collection.
Nevertheless, other fingerprinting techniques could bias results
against sophisticated attackers. Future work should investigate the
prevalence of honeypot fingerprinting across the cloud.
IPv6. Unfortunately, we could not study IPv6 scanning patterns,
as neither Gamma nor Omega collect/provide IPv6 traffic. Future
work should analyze IPv6 scanning patterns in the cloud, since the
sparse search space of IPv6 [68] address space will likely surface
different scanning patterns.
Protocol Diversity. Our analysis focuses on scanning cam-
paigns that target popular protocols over TCP on the cloud. Scan-
ning campaigns that target unpopular TCP protocols (e.g., SMB,
RDP), UDP protocols (e.g., DNS, SNMP) or specialized cloud ser-
vices (e.g., cloud storage) may target different vulnerabilities and use
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specialized scanning tools with unique scanning patterns [27, 44],
which future work should research.
Temporal Validity. The scanning patterns our work surface
arise from a set of 1-week data collection periods between 2020–
2022. Future work should analyze scanning patterns across longer
data collection periods, as that may surface different scanning cam-
paigns and new temporal patterns.

8 RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Our results show that scanners—including knownmalicious actors—
are selective when identifying IPs to scan. Unfortunately, many
measurement tools that we use today have made assumptions about
scanning that may obstruct our understanding of attacker behavior,
particularly when trying to understand how attacks target cloud
services and other enterprise networks where vulnerable services
are most likely to reside. In this section, we discuss methodological
considerations for researchers and service operators attempting to
understand and protect against malicious Internet scanning.
Collect scan traffic from networks that host services. While
telescopes have been tremendously useful in understanding some
types of attacker behavior, they fail to accurately capture cloud-
focused attacks for several reasons: (1) scanners that target services
in cloud and education networks frequently avoid telescopes (Sec-
tion 5.2); and (2) most telescopes do not collect payloads, which
prevents identifying malicious intent (Section 3.2) or the targeted
protocol (Section 6). Nevertheless, telescopes do provide the benefit
of encompassing large portions of the IP address space and, there-
fore, a significant sample size. Some attacker patterns are visible in
telescopes but not cloud services. For example, identifying scanner
address structure preferences (Section 4.2) would not have been
possible using a limited amount of cloud honeypots. However, re-
searchers must not assume that the scanning activity a telescope
sees is representative of the scanning activity that targets cloud
services. Instead, researchers should consider deploying honeypots
in networks that house real services. In many cases, when using
telescopes, results should be validated with honeypots deployed in
networks that house real services.
Consider an IP address’ service history. Researchers and ser-
vice operators are often faced with the decision of where to deploy
services. The bits and service-search-engine presence of an IP ad-
dress can increase the likelihood of being attacked, particularly for
SSH. While likely not a tractable solution for operators to base their
security based on an IP’s history, researchers need to consider how
past activity will affect the research results they collect. Researchers
can use search engines (e.g., Censys [32] and Shodan [69]) to obtain
a history of an IP address.
Consider that attackers scan unexpected protocols. A sig-
nificant fraction of services run on unassigned ports. Open source
tools for finding unexpected services [45, 46] are now available
and search engines have already begun to detect protocols on unas-
signed ports [31]. Operators should not assume that hiding services
on unexpected ports prevents attacker discovery, and researchers
should configure honeypots to capture attacker traffic on unex-
pected ports.

Account for differences amongst neighboring IPs. Researchers
who rely on cloud deployments often do not have large slices of IP
address space to devote to honeypots. Consequently, researchers
may be tempted to only deploy one honeypot per region [24, 25, 48].
However, our results show that researchers must (1) use more than
one honeypot when comparing regions to understand the source
of differences; (2) use statistical tests when comparing regions. The
majority of scanning activity targets only a subset of the IP address
space; it is important to highlight which differences are statistically
significant across all honeypots.
Deploy honeypots across geographies, network operators,
and IP addresses. To maximize attacker traffic (e.g., to populate
blocklists or understand scanning behavior), researchers should
recognize that significant variation exists even amongst neighbor-
ing IP addresses. The IP address itself (e.g., its structure, reputation)
should be diversifiedwhen deploying honeypots. Across geographic
regions, there is more benefit to deploying a honeypot in a unique
geographic region in the Asia Pacific compared to within the US or
EU. Across networks, there is more benefit to deploying a honeypot
in a different network type (i.e., cloud vs. educational) than within
the same network type (i.e., AWS vs. Google).
Consider biases when deploying blocklists. Companies and
operators often share previously seen malicious IP addresses (e.g.,
blocklists) and payloads (e.g., payload filters) to help others protect
their services. Sharing blocklists and payload-filters assumes that
the same attackers attack services across geographic locations and
networks. However, our results show that scanners and payloads
differ across continents, especially within the Asia Pacific. We leave
to future work comparing the efficacy of blocklists that source
information from different regions.
Track attacker trends and update methodologies to protect
services accordingly. As the Internet and attackers continue
to evolve, researchers should reassess the approaches they use to
understand network attacks. While our results show that attacker
preferences remain relatively stable across years, behavioral shifts
do occur. For example, deploying honeypots in public clouds may
one day become obsolete if the majority of services migrate else-
where. Further, as the research community develops new tools and
data sets to study the Internet, researchers and operators should
build protections that can withstand the expectation that attackers
will use and abuse the same resources.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed that Internet-scanning behavior targeting
the cloud is nuanced; scanners discriminate between specific IP
address structures, regions, and networks. Additionally, attackers
have altered their behavior in response to new deployment patterns
and public resources, by targeting services on non-standard ports
and using Internet search engines to uncover vulnerable services.
Many of our standard measurement techniques, including using
telescopes or only collecting assigned handshakes, have caused
us to underestimate and potentially mis-characterize scanner and
attacker behavior targeting the cloud. Our work illustrates the im-
portance of reevaluating ourmeasurement instruments and assump-
tions as the Internet ecosystem and attackers continue to evolve.
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A ETHICS
The research carried out in our work does not require IRB approval
according to our institutions’ policies. Our Institution’s IRB is only
responsible for human subject research. Our research does not fit
any of the criteria: it does not involve biospecimens, interactions
with individuals, nor identifiable private information. Thus, our
work does not qualify for the IRB process at our institution.

Nevertheless, we agree with and support the mission of minimiz-
ing harm when deploying honeypots. As discussed in Section 3.1, to
minimize harm when deploying honeypots, we configure the hon-
eypots to not expose services that are historically prone to being
abused for amplification attacks (e.g., DNS open resolver). Further-
more, our honeypots do not respond to UDP messages, ensuring
that no UDP-based DDoS amplification attacks occur. The honey-
pots are also configured to be low-interaction, thereby limiting the
size of responses and minimizing the chances of arbitrary code

execution triggering a harmful zero-day amplification attack. In
addition, we continually monitor our honeypots (e.g., ensuring that
honeypot IP addresses do not appear in our Telescope logs, moni-
toring login attempts) to ensure that no attacker has gained control
of the honeypots. Our work introduces no new vulnerabilities or
exploits that attackers can take advantage of.

B HOW SCANNERS FILTER NETWORK
STRUCTURES

Scanners target telescope addresses in a non-uniform manner. In
Figures 1a–1d, we compare the number of scanners across neigh-
boring IP addresses in the telescope. Figures 1a–1c depict how
scanners avoid certain IP address structures, including addresses
with a “255” present in any octet. The avoidance is depicted by the
periodical dips in number of unique scanners. Figure 1d illustrates
a single-target preference inside the telescope.

C SCANNING PATTERNS ACROSS TIME
To evaluate the temporal validity of our results, we repeat our
experiments from Sections 4, 5, and 6 on data collected either exactly
one year before (July 1-7, 2020) or after (July 1-7, 2022) the original-
experimental data (Section 3.4). We decide which data to use based
upon whether the data comes from the GreyNoise or Honeytrap
honeypots; we only have access to GreyNoise deployed honeypots
between July 2020–July 2021, and the Honeytrap honeypots were
only deployed starting July 2021, and continue to run in July 2022.

As we will show, attackers and scanners broadly exhibit simi-
lar preferences between 2020–2022: they exhibit significant biases
when scanning neighboring services, avoid networks without real
services, are most likely to scan the Asia Pacific region differently,
and scan unexpected protocols on unexpected ports. The biggest
difference across the years lie in one-off anomalous scanning events,
which cause the effect sizes of some patterns to be slightly larger
or smaller than in 2021.

C.1 Discrimination of Neighboring Services
In Table 12, we show that in July 2020, attackers and scanners still
target neighboring services differently. When comparing the two
years of data, significant differences amongst neighborhoods exist
across all points of comparison except the fraction of malicious
HTTP requests sent to all ports. Notably, although significant dif-
ferences in fraction of malicious traffic did occur in 2021, they all
had a very small (𝜙 < 0.15) effect size. We therefore consider the
high-level takeaway to be relatively stable across time.

C.2 Discrimination Across Networks
In Table 15, we show that in 2022 scanners that target networks
with real services (i.e., clouds and education) are even more likely
to originate from ASes that are different than telescope-targeting
scanners (e.g., 𝜙 = 0.3 in 2021 vs. 𝜙 = 0.89 in 2022). Similar to 2021,
scanners are less likely to differentiate amongst cloud networks
and education networks (Table 14). Notably, while there are a cou-
ple of significant differences in scanning patterns across education
networks that were not present in 2021, effect sizes are never large
(𝜙 < 0.34). The biggest difference between both years is an anoma-
lous event in which the Merit honeypots get attacked by a set of
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Port: 22

(a) Scanners targeting port 22 are more likely to target the beginning
of each /16 network.
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Port: 445

(b) Scanners targeting port 445 are more likely to avoid address with
a “255” present in any octet.
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Port: 80

(c) Scanners targeting port 80 are more likely to avoid address with
a “255” present in any octet.
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Port: 17128

(d) Scanners targeting port 17128 are more likely to target a set of
four IP addresses.

Figure 1: Address structure preferences—Scanners target telescope addresses in a non-uniform manner. To suppress inconsistent outliers,
we compute a rolling average of the # of scanning IPs across every consecutive 512 IPs.

payloads—bruteforce logins that target router software—that avoid
the Stanford honeypots. Nevertheless, the attack event only causes
a medium-significant difference (𝜙 = 0.34).

C.3 Discrimination Across Regions
In Table 13, we show that in the year 2020 scanners are most likely
to exhibit significant variation when scanning the Asia Pacific
region or scanning more than one continent (e.g., US vs. EU). Just
like in the year 2021, when comparing individual traffic patterns,
regions in the Asia Pacific are most likely to be scanned by an
attacker in a significantly-different way (Table 16). However, we
see across both years that anomalous events that affect non-Asia
Pacific regions also occur, but are much more rare. For example,
individual scanning attacks targeting SSH/22 within the US and EU
cause more significant differences across services within the same
continent compared to 2021; nevertheless, differences within the
Asia Pacific region remain more stark.

C.4 Scanner-Targeted Protocols
In the year 2022, scanners continue to target unassigned protocols
on IANA-assigned ports (Table 17). Scanners are nearly twice as
likely to target unassigned targeted protocols in 2022 compared
to 2021. We do not report the breakdown of benign and malicious
scanners due to an absence of GreyNoise API data for July 2022.

SSH/22 Telnet/23

Traffic % Neighbor- Avg. 𝜙 % Neighbor- Avg. 𝜙
Characteristic hoods w/ dif hoods w/ dif

distributions distributions
(n = 53) (n = 53)

Top 3 AS 73% 0.23 43% 0.38
Fraction Malicious 60% 0.10 2% 0.14
Top 3 Username 74% 0.20 17% 0.22
Top 3 Password 19% 0.24 15% 0.51

HTTP/80 HTTP/All Ports

Traffic % Neighbor- Avg. 𝜙 % Neighbor- Avg. 𝜙
Characteristic hoods w/ dif hoods w/ dif

distributions distributions
(n = 61) (n = 61)

Top 3 AS 2% 0.58 61% 0.29
Fraction Malicious 2% 0.21 0% -
Top 3 Payloads 2% 0.50 64% 0.54

Table 12: Attackers target neighboring services differently
(2020)—A significantly different set of ASes attack neighboring
services with different payloads, including different usernames and
passwords. Scanner and attacker behavior is similar to behavior
in 2021 (Table 2). We compare distributions using the chi-square
methodology from Section 3.3 and color the effect sizes with its rel-
ative magnitude (i.e., blue=“small”, yellow=“medium”, red=“large”).
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SSH/22 Telnet/23

Traffic # Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network # Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network

Characteristic US EU APAC Intercontinental US EU APAC Intercontinental
(n=31) (n=19) (n=40) (n=267) (n = 31) (n=19) (n=40) (n=267)

Top 3 AS 71% 42% 30% 46% 94% 89% 77% 73%
Frac Malicious 61% 63% 47% 65% 100% 100% 100% 99%
Top 3 Username 55% 47% 42% 59% 100% 100% 90% 87%
Top 3 Password 100% 90% 97% 97% 100% 100% 87% 87%

HTTP/80 HTTP/All Ports

Traffic # Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network # Similar Pairs of Regions in Same Geo-Region/Network

Characteristic US EU APAC Intercontinental US EU APAC Intercontinental
(n=31) (n=19) (n=40) (n=267) (n=31) (n=19) (n=40) (n=267)

Top 3 AS 100% 100% 100% 100% 34% 90% 50% 48%
Frac Malicious 100% 100% 85% 95% 100% 100% 100% 99%
Top 3 Payloads 100% 100% 100% 100% 53% 47% 45% 54%

Table 13: Traffic similarities within and between geo-locations (2020)—Geographic regions within the Asia Pacific regions are much
more likely to exhibit statistically significant variation in distribution of different traffic characteristics.

Cloud– Cloud– EDU–
Cloud EDU EDU

Traffic Protocol # dif. Avg. # dif. Avg. # dif. Avg.
Region 𝜙 Region 𝜙 Region 𝜙
(n=5) (n=5) (n=1)

Top 3 SSH/22 2 0.15 0 - 0 -
AS TEL/23 1 0.16 3 0.30 1 0.12

HTTP/80 2 0.20 4 0.20 0 -
HTTP/All 4 0.24 3 0.15 1 0.05

Top 3 SSH/22 1 0.07 × × × ×
User TEL/23 4 0.34 × × × ×

Top 3 TEL/23 1 0.05 × × × ×
Pwd SSH/22 2 0.11 × × × ×

Top 3 HTTP/80 1 0.11 4 0.45 1 0.34
Payload HTTP/All 4 0.24 3 0.16 1 0.05

Frac SSH/22 1 0.02 × × × ×
Mal TEL/23 0 - × × × ×

HTTP/80 0 - × × × ×
HTTP/All 0 - × × × ×

Table 14: Traffic differences across networks: Cloud–Cloud
(2020), Cloud–EDU (2022), and EDU–EDU (2022)—Scanners are
are more likely to partially avoid education networks than prefer a
specific cloud (e.g., AWS versus Google), similar to 2021 (Table 7).

Telescope–EDU Telescope–Cloud

Traffic Protocol # dif. Avg. 𝜙 # dif. Avg. 𝜙
Region Region
(n=2) (n=2)

Top 3 SSH/22 2 0.57 2 0.65
AS TEL/23 2 0.54 2 0.57

HTTP/80 2 0.77 2 0.78
Any/All 2 0.90 2 0.89

Table 15: Different scanners target telescopes (2022)— Scanner
preferences are even stronger than in 2021 (Table 10).

AWS Google Linode

Traffic Protocol Most Avg. Most Avg. Most . Avg.
Dif. 𝜙 Dif. 𝜙 Dif. 𝜙

Region Region Region

Top 3 SSH/22 AP-JP 0.21 AP-HK 0.37 AP-SG 0.26
AS TEL/23 AP-AU 0.27 AP-KR 0.13 - -

HTTP/All AP-HK 0.18 AP-KR 0.26 - -

Top 3 SSH/22 AP-SG 0.20 AP-HK 0.20 AP-IN 0.17
User- TEL/23 CA 0.22 - - - -
name

Top 3 SSH/22 - - EU-UK 0.12 - -
Pass- Telnet/23 CA 0.20 - - - -
word

Top 3 HTTP/All AP-JP 0.30 AP-ID 0.22 AP-AU 0.06
Payload

Fraction SSH/22 EU-FR 0.11 EU-NL 0.12 AP-IN 0.28
Malicious TEL/23 - - - - - -

HTTP/80 - - AP-KR 0.60 - -
HTTP/All US-EAST 0.10 - - - -

Table 16: Geographic traffic patterns (2020)—Asia Pacific re-
gions exhibit the largest statistically significant deviations of traffic
distributions compared to other geographic regions within the same
network. An “-” indicates the absence of statistical significance.

Protocol/Port Breakdown

HTTP/80 66%
∼HTTP/80 34%

HTTP/8080 66%
∼HTTP/8080 34%

Table 17: Scanners target unexpected/unassigned protocols
across ports (2022)—We define ∼Protocol-A/XX to be all protocols
that are not Protocol-A that target port XX.
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